Medical knowledge graph is the core component for various medical applications such as automatic diagnosis and question-answering. However, medical knowledge usually associates with certain conditions, which can significantly affect the performance of the supported applications. In the light of this challenge, we propose a new truth discovery method to explore medical-related texts and infer trustworthiness degrees of knowledge triples associating with different conditions. Experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed truth discovery method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed many successful real-world applications of Knowledge Graph (KG) in the medical and health domain, such as medical diagnosis [1] , disease classification [2] and drug-drug interaction learning [3] , [4] . A medical KG is composed with medical knowledge triples containing a head entity, a tail entity and the relation between them, and plays an indispensable role in medical knowledge representation and storage.
Despite the success, existing KGs for the medical domain have one missing important component: knowledge triple condition. Due to the uncertainty and complexity of knowledge in the medical domain, knowledge triples are closely linked to some certain conditions, like gender, age and other types of conditions. For example, the knowledge triple (chest pain, symptom-disease, breast hyperplasia) should be more likely to be retrieved under the condition of gender(female) than gender(male), while the knowledge triple (cold, disease-drug, little remedies) is more related to the condition of age(10) than age(70), as little remedies is a cold medicine for children. Therefore, it is crucial to supplement medical knowledge graph with knowledge condition information.
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is a structured collection of patient health information and medical knowledge, which contains valuable information about conditions. Thus, it can be a high-quality resource to discover medical knowledge conditions. However, the amount of available EMR data is limited due to many reasons such as regularization and privacy issues. The limited amount of data can result in the loss of important condition information and some inaccurate mined knowledge.
Meanwhile, the rapid emergence of online medical and healthcare Question Answering (QA) communities promotes the communication of medical knowledge and information, and produces a large amount of medical QA data, which can greatly help knowledge condition discovery. But unlike the EMR data, the quality of online medical QA data is hard to guarantee, since the advice or diagnosis provided by website users is based on limited descriptions from patients as well as the professional levels of answers are diverse. If we indiscriminately take into account all the QA data, it may introduce a lot of noise and degrade the quality of discovered conditions.
To tackle the above challenges, we propose a new truth discovery method for medical knowledge condition discovery, in which the knowledge triples and conditions serve as objects and claims, and each doctor or a user provides answers on QA website is a source. The proposed method has two novel properties: 1) Combining prior source quality information and automatic source reliability estimation; 2) Encoding the object (knowledge triple) information into the proposed method.
To be more specific, the proposed method first assumes that EMR data is priorly known as high-quality sources, namely reference sources. Current semi-supervised truth discovery methods [5] , [6] , [7] adopt a subset of labeled truth to guide the process of source reliability estimation and truth computation, while the proposed method leverages reference sources to automatically distinguish reliable sources and trustworthy information from unreliable sources and untrustworthy information. Second, the proposed method incorporates the rich contextual information of knowledge triple into truth computation, which enables similar knowledge triples to interactively learn from each other. The interactions between objects have received little attention in existing truth discovery methods [8] , [9] , [10] , which regard each object as an independent item without any correlation to other items. We combine the co-occurrence embeddings and the entity embeddings to represent the knowledge triple, and then design a self-attention mechanism to enhance the interaction between similar knowledge triple as well as reduce the interference of noise triples.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conduct experiments on both real-world and synthetic datasets. We first evaluate the performance of the proposed method on the medical knowledge condition discovery task with a real-world medical dataset, containing 41, 700 EMRs from 360 doctors and 275, 262 QA pairs answered by 12, 501 users. The experimental results show that the proposed method can overcome the lack of high-quality medical data and effectively discover accurate medical knowledge conditions. Further, we validate the performance of the proposed method under various scenarios including single truth finding and multiple claims ranking tasks. We also conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of two novel properties of the proposed method by visualizing how reference sources semi-supervise the other sources in source reliability estimation and how object embeddings enhance the interactions between objects in truth computation.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We enrich medical knowledge graph with condition information by discovering the knowledge triple condition information from multi-source medical textual data, which enables medical KG to be more accurate and more applicable for medical tasks. • We design a novel truth discovery method for medical knowledge condition discovery, which employs highquality sources to semi-supervise truth discovery task and incorporates object information to capture the interaction between objects in the process of information trustworthiness estimation. • We validate the proposed method on both real-world and synthetic datasets. On real-world medical datasets, we show that the proposed method can reliably discover knowledge triple condition for medical knowledge graph. On synthetic datasets, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method under various scenarios.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we first introduce some important concepts of input and output, and then formally define the task.
A. Input
The inputs of this task are a set of electronic medical records (EMRs) and a set of question-answer (QA) pairs. The examples of EMR and QA data are shown in Table I and II, respectively. ANSWER According to your situation, consider the bronchiolitis or bronchitis that causes capillary bleeding. · · · · · · Definition 1: A Knowledge Triple is composed by (head entity, relation, tail entity). A Knowledge Triple Mention is a knowledge tuple extracted from the text of an EMR or a QA pair.
Definition 2: The Condition of a knowledge can be gender, age, onset season and other types of conditions. Definition 3: Each EMR or QA pair is a case that contains several knowledge triples under certain conditions. Example 1: Given the case from QA data in Table II , we extract the knowledge triple mentions (chest pain, symptomdisease, bronchiolitis), (chest pain, symptom-disease, bronchitis) and the others as well as their corresponding conditions gender(male) and age(66).
Definition 4: A doctor providing EMRs or a user answering online questions is considered as a source. The sources in EMR data are priorly known as high-quality sources and regarded as reference sources, while the sources in QA data are regarded as non-reference sources.
Definition 5: A condition is considered as a claim. A knowledge triple is considered as an object, subject to some certain conditions given by sources.
Example 2: As the case in Example 1, (chest pain, symptom-disease, bronchiolitis) and (chest pain, symptomdisease, bronchitis) are two objects that are subject to two claims gender(male) and age(66); this case is provided by a non-reference source from QA data.
B. Output
Definition 6: Source Reliability Weight {ω k } measures the reliability degree of sources. The higher the ω k , the more reliable the k-th source.
Definition 7: Truth Vector {v * m } is the embeddings of the most-likely correct condition for the knowledge triple f m .
Definition 8: A Conditional Knowledge Graph is a set of triples (f m , c n , p (m,n) ), where c n is the given condition and p (m,n) is the confidence score of c n for f m . The higher the p (m,n) , the more relevant the f m to the c n .
C. Task Definition
Based on the definitions, we can formulate the medical knowledge condition discovery task as follows: Given an EMR set and a QA pair set, the goal is to compute the confidence score {p (m,n) } of certain conditions {c n } for KG triples {f m } that are mentioned in the EMR and QA data.
First, we extract triple mentions and corresponding conditions from the text of both EMRs and QA pairs. Then, we Table III summarizes the notations used in this paper. For some notations, more detailed explanations will be introduced in the following section.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce the proposed method for medical knowledge condition discovery task, which leverages EMR data and QA data to enrich the KG with knowledge triple condition information.
Under the circumstance that the amount of high-quality medical data is limited and there is a large amount of crowdsourcing medical data with diverse quality, we aim to exploit the priorly known reliable sources to semi-supervise the overall truth discovery process. As mentioned in Section I, the interaction between objects should be taken into account in the medical knowledge condition discovery task. To be specific, two similar knowledge triples should have similar condition information. In order to measure the similarity between knowledge triples, we consider the truth discovery procedure as a representational learning procedure to learn a truth vector v * m for each knowledge triple f m . Correspondingly, we also learn a representation vector u n for each condition c n , so that if two knowledge triples are close in representation space, their distance to given conditions will be similar.
The general principle of truth discovery and the aforementioned motivations are formulated through the following objective function:
where
Besides the notations in Table III , there are some notations in the objective function remained to be introduced. ∆ k contains the tuple (knowledge triple, condition) that occurs both in k-th source and the reference sources. λ is a parameter to measure the semi-supervised degree of reference sources. σ( * ) is a regularization function on the source reliability. x i is the knowledge triple embedding constructed by:
where t i is learned by CBOW model [11] . The knowledge triple mentions in the same case, regarded as the words in the same sentence, are input into the CBOW model to learn the co-occurrence embeddings of the knowledge triple. e h and e t are the entity embeddings of head entity and tail entity in the knowledge triple. µ is used to adjust the importance of the knowledge triple embeddings. α i is the attention weight over the knowledge triples in the same case, calculated by:
where x m is the embeddings of current knowledge triple f m . The basic ideas behind the objective function are summarized as follows:
in the objective function minimizes the weighted deviation between the representation of the given condition and the truth vector for the knowledge triple. If a source (i.e., doctor or user) has a high-reliability degree, the representations of conditions provided by this source should be close to the truth vectors for the corresponding knowledge triples; • Vice versa, if a source provides conditions that are close to the truth for the corresponding knowledge triple, this source should be assigned a high reliability. The first two points are in accordance with the general principle of truth discovery; • Following the motivation that the information provided in the reference source is more trustworthy, the knowledge triples are assumed to be more related to the given condition provided in the reference source. The parameter λ increases the weight of information in the tuples (knowledge triple, condition) that occur in reference sources, since this information would be more valuable and explanatory in estimating the source reliability;
incorporate knowledge triple embeddings to measure the correlation between knowledge triples. Two knowledge triples that share similar knowledge or co-occurrence information should also share similar condition information. If a source has a high-reliability degree, knowledge triples in the source should have a greater influence on their similar knowledge triples --that is to say, the truth vectors for knowledge triples in the source should be close to their embeddings. • Another intuition behind the second term is that the contextual information for knowledge triples should not be abandoned. Thus, we exploit all the knowledge triples in the same case to represent the current triple. However, this gives rise to a new issue that not all the triples contribute equally to the representation of the current triple. To tackle this issue, we employ a self-attention mechanism to weight the triples by their embedding similarity with the current triple. There are two major advantages of the attention mechanism: 1) Enhance the interaction between similar triples and reduce the interference of unrelated triples; 2) Normalize the second term, even if the number of triples is various in different cases. In the proposed objective function, there are three sets of variables need to be solved: truth vectors for knowledge triples {v * m }, vector representations for conditions {u n } and source reliability {ω k }. By solving the objective function in Eqn. (1) , it leads to an iterative procedure, in which truth vector learning step, condition representation learning step and source reliability estimation step are iteratively conducted until convergence.
A. Truth Vector Computation
In the truth vector learning step, condition vector representations {u n } and source reliability {ω k } are assumed to be fixed. Then the truth vectors for knowledge triples {v * m } can be inferred by solving the following optimization problem:
where K m is the set of sources that provides f m , and N k m is the set of conditions that f m is subject to in k-th source.
The above optimization problem can be split into M separate optimization problems for each knowledge triple. The truth vector for each knowledge triple is computed by the weighted mean of vector representations of related conditions and attentive embeddings of knowledge triples in the same context:
We further analyze Eqn. (5) with the following explanations:
• The information provided by reliable sources is more valuable for computing the truth vector of the same knowledge triple, including both the condition information and the contextual information. In other words, the truth vector v * m is close to the condition vector u n and the contextual embeddings i∈C n m α i x i provided by the reliable sources. • Due to the effect of λ, averagely speaking, the truth vector v * m will be closer to the condition vector u n and the contextual embeddings i∈C n m α i x i in the reference sources than the non-reference sources;
• Two knowledge triples that share similar embeddings will obtain similar truth vectors v * m so that they will learn similar condition information, which enables infrequent triples to learn from their similar triples. Besides, two knowledge triples provided by the same case C n m will have relatively similar representation v * m and share similar condition information.
B. Condition Representation Learning
In the condition representation learning step, the truth vectors for knowledge triples {v * m } and source reliability {ω k } are assumed to be fixed. Then condition vector representations {u n } can be inferred by solving the following optimization problem:
where M k n is the set of knowledge triples that are subject to
regarded as a constant, since it is irrelevant to u n . The above optimization function can be split into N separate optimization problems for each condition. The representation vector for each condition is computed by the weighted mean of truth vectors for corresponding knowledge triples:
We have the following intuitions in Eqn. (7):
• The condition representation vector u n is close to the truth vector v * m for the corresponding knowledge triple provided by the source with a high reliability weight; • The condition representation vector u n tends to be closer to truth vectors v * m for the corresponding knowledge triples in reference sources.
C. Source Reliability Estimation
In the source reliability estimation step, source reliability weights {ω k } are estimated based on the current inferred truth vectors {v * m } and condition vectors {u n }, by solving the following optimization problem:
where the weighted mean of errors that k-th source produces can be regarded as a constant θ k :
Thus, the optimization problem can be solved by:
The intuitions behind the source reliability estimation step can be summarized as follows:
• Following the general truth discovery principle, the proposed method assigns a high reliability degree to the source that provides conditions that are close to the truths of the corresponding knowledge triples; • The distance between the truth vector v * m and its contextual embeddings x i also affects the source reliability degree. As discussed above, this allows the proposed method to exploit the knowledge triple embeddings to capture the interaction between objects;
• The errors terms about the tuple (knowledge triple, condition) that appears in the reference sources make more contribution to the reliability degree estimation of current source. As for the reference sources, due to the weighted mean term 1 |F k |+λ|∆ k | , λ will not affect the source reliability. But for the non-reference sources, if the information provided by the source is close to the condition in reference sources, the source will be assigned a high reliability weight due to the effect of λ. This encodes the intuition that reference sources semisupervise the source reliability estimation procedure.
D. Initialization and Post-processing 1) Source Reliability Initialization: We adopt the similarity between reference sources and non-reference sources to initialize the source reliability. The similarity is measured by calculating the percentage of common tuples (knowledge triple, condition) provided by both the current source and reference sources:
2) Truth Vector Initialization: According to Eqn. (5), we initialize the truth vectors {v * m } only based on the contextual embeddings for the knowledge triples by:
3) Condition Confidence Calculation: The truth vectors {v * m } for knowledge triples and the condition vector representations {u n } can be obtained by the above truth discovery procedure. The Euclidean Distance between the condition and the truth vector is adopted to calculate the confidence score of the condition for the corresponding knowledge triple as:
IV. EXPERIMENT ON REAL-WORLD DATA In this section, we conduct experiments on real-world medical datasets to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method from the following aspects: (1) We compare the learned confidence scores and the statistic results to confirm that the proposed method can deal with the lack of high-quality data and discover knowledge condition from multi-source data.
(2) In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of integrating the contextual embeddings of knowledge triples to enhance the correlation between similar triples, we compare different embedding methods and visualize the attention mechanism in the learning process.
A. Data Description and Experimental Settings
In this set of experiment, we focus on diseases that are related to chest pain. Thus, we mainly collect the medical data pertaining to chest pain and filter out those data that are not related to chest pain.
For the knowledge triple mention extraction, we first utilize a constructed medical knowledge graph to extract medical entity mentions from the raw texts. Then we map these entity mentions to specific entity types. At last, we match entity pairs in the same text to possible knowledge triples with the help of an alias table. By doing so, we extract the knowledge triple mentions from the raw medical texts.
We collect 336, 670 electronic medical records (EMRs) from hospitals. As this analysis is focusing on diseases that are related to chest pain, those records that are irrelevant and not containing any knowledge triple are filtered out. After preprocessing steps, we get 41, 700 EMR data from 360 doctors. Then we collect question-answer pairs (QA pairs) from the largest medical QA website in China (http://www.xywy.com). After the same preprocessing steps as the EMR data, we get 275, 262 QA pairs answered by 12, 501 users.
During the discussion of experimental results, we abbreviate the expression of a knowledge triple to an entity pair, (e.g., we abbreviate (coronary heart disease, disease-symptom, chest pain) to (coronary heart disease, chest pain)), as the original knowledge triple can be very long.
B. Condition Confidence Score
We first make a statistical analysis on the frequency distribution of knowledge triple occurrence on both the EMR dataset and the QA dataset to show the insufficiency of the EMR data and the necessity of incorporating external data. Then we sample some typical cases to study the ability of the proposed method on discovering knowledge condition with limited reliable high-quality data. These typical cases include knowledge triples that rarely appear in EMR but appear frequently in QA, knowledge triples that rarely appear in both EMR and QA, and knowledge triples that appear frequently in both EMR and QA.
1) Statistics of the Frequency Distribution of Knowledge Triple Occurrence: Fig. 1 shows the frequency distribution of knowledge triple occurrence. Compared with only using the EMR data, incorporating QA data effectively increases the frequency of triple occurrence, which also provides more condition information. Meanwhile, QA data also brings a large number of new knowledge triples, enabling us to obtain condition information of more knowledge triples.
2) Case Study -Knowledge triples that rarely appear in EMR but appear frequently in QA: Table IV shows the count results and the truth discovery results of knowledge triple (breast hyperplasia, chest pain) and condition (Gender). Following the count result on EMR data, we may come to a conclusion that the fact (breast hyperplasia, chest pain) has only one gender condition, female. Actually, the knowledge triple (breast hyperplasia, chest pain) also appears in men, which is proved by the QA data. Thus, for most of knowledge triples that rarely occur in EMR data, we can obtain a more precise condition information by incorporating QA data.
3) Case Study -Knowledge triples that rarely appear in both EMR and QA: Despite the large amount of condition information provided by the additional QA data, there are still a small number of knowledge triples that rarely appear in both EMR and QA data. Table V summarizes the count results and the learned condition confidence scores of knowledge triple (mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia, chest pain). The count results in both EMR and QA data show that only very few data contains this knowledge triple. However, we can observe from the learned condition confidence scores that there is still a degree of differentiation between the conditions, from which we can learn that the knowledge triple (mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia, chest pain) has little difference in gender condition but inclines to the young in age condition. The knowledge triple (pneumonia, chest pain) is the most similar triple with (mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia, chest pain) in the learned truth vector space. (The experimental results of the learned truth vectors will be discussed later.) We can see that these two knowledge triples share a similar related condition ranking, which indicates that the proposed method enables the rare knowledge triples to learn the condition information from similar triples. 4) Case Study -Knowledge triples that appear frequently in both EMR and QA: Table VI summarizes the experimental results of two common knowledge triples in both EMR and QA data, the knowledge triple (coronary heart disease, chest pain) and (bronchitis, chest pain), and their corresponding age conditions. Compared with the statistic probability results, the learned confidence scores have a similar distribution over all the age condition but indicate a more obvious condition inclination. The triple (coronary heart disease, chest pain) is more related to the old, while (bronchitis, chest pain) inclines to the young.
C. Case Study of the Learned Truth Vector for Knowledge Triples 1) Comparison of Knowledge Triple Embeddings Methods:
In order to capture the correlation between different knowledge triples, we incorporate knowledge triple embeddings into the proposed method. We combine the co-occurrence embeddings learned from CBOW and the head and tail entity embeddings in the knowledge triple to represent the knowledge triple. In this experiment, we compare this knowledge triple embedding method with two baselines by a case study that ranks the distance between learned truth vectors v * m to observe the similarity between knowledge triples.
From Table VII we can observe that: 1) In the case of only entity embeddings, all the top-ranked similar triples contain those entities most similar to coronary heart disease or chest pain. 2) With only co-occurrence embeddings, the top-ranked similar triples are diverse but somehow related to (coronary heart disease, chest pain), since they often occur in the same case. 3) When combining these two kinds of embeddings, we can obtain a comprehensive result that takes into account not only the similarity in entity level but also the co-occurrence information in triple level. 
Fig. 2. Visualization of Attention Weights
2) Effect of Attention Mechanism: The proposed method provides an intuitive way to inspect the importance degree among all the knowledge triple in the same case by visualizing the attention weight α i from Eqn. (3) . Due to the limited space, we randomly choose one case from our dataset and visualize the attention weights.
In Fig. 2 , the color depth indicates the contribution degree of the triples in the context, the darker the color, the more the contribution. When calculating the contextual embeddings for (coronary heart disease, chest pain), those related triples make a greater contribution, such as (coronary heart disease, chest distress) and (heart disease, chest pain). In contrast, for the triple (disc herniation, pain), (disc herniation, tenderness) and (bone hyperplasia, pain) contribute more.
V. EXPERIMENT ON SYNTHETIC DATA
The experiments on the real-world medical datasets demonstrate that the proposed method can leverage external multisource data to alleviate the lack of high-quality data on the medical knowledge condition discovery task. In this section, we conduct a series of experiments on synthetic datasets to validate the motivations of the proposed method and demonstrate its effectiveness on some general truth discovery tasks.
A. Single Truth Finding
We construct a source with 100 different objects and 10 different claims as the ground truth, where each object has a corresponding truth claim. We generate reference sources and non-reference sources by randomly changing claims from the ground truths with 5% and 95% noise, respectively. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method under the situation in which there are limited reliable sources, we fix the total number of sources as 100, and increase the number of reference sources from 1 to 15 to evaluate the error rate of single truth finding.
1) Method Comparison: We compare the proposed method with several widely-used truth discovery methods as follows. First of all, the majority voting approach is the most widely adopted baseline for truth discovery, which takes the majority claims as truths. TruthFinder [12] is proposed based on Bayesian analysis, in which the probability of a claim is computed with an assumption that each source's reliability is the probability of it being correct and the source reliability score is calculated by averaging the probability of claims. Investment and PooledInvestment [10] both assume that a source "invests" its reliability on the claims it provides, and the trustworthiness of each claim is computed by a non-linear function while the reliability of a source is generated by the weighted sum of the trustworthiness of claims it provides. CRH [9] is a truth discovery framework that can resolve conflicts in heterogeneous data including categorical data and continuous data. The truth discovery method in [8] (we name it as WSDM 2017) aims to capture the semantic meanings of claims and combine the truth discovery and vector learning processes. For each baseline, we follow the experimental and Fig. 3 . Single Truth Finding parameter settings as the original paper. Fig. 3(a) summarizes the results of all the methods on the synthetic dataset. In general, the results show that the proposed method outperforms all the baselines with various number of reliable sources. The proposed method identifies all the truths even only 6 out of 100 sources are reliable, which indicates that the proposed method can effectively infer the truths in the situation where there is only a small amount of reliable sources.
2) Vary the Size of λ: In the proposed method, the parameter λ measures the semi-supervised degree of the reference sources. In order to study the effect of λ on the semisupervised truth discovery, we vary the value of λ from 0 to 1.0 with 6 different values. The results presented in Fig. 3(b) indicates that if the reference sources are reliable, the higher the semi-supervised power of the reference sources, the less the reference sources are needed.
3) Vary the Percentage of Noise in Reference Sources: Although we assume the reference sources are more reliable than the other sources, the actual reliability of reference sources will still influence the truth finding results. Thus, we vary the reliability of reference sources by increasing the percentage of noise in them to study the impact of the actual reference source reliability on semi-supervised truth finding. We can observe from Fig. 3 (c) that given the same supervised degree, the error rate increases with the increasing noise percentage in reference sources.
B. Multiple Claims Ranking
We construct a source with 100 different objects and each object has several ranked related claims as ground truth. The rank of related claims is determined by the similarity of assigned truth vectors and claim vectors. Then the object embeddings are obtained by inverse operation of the proposed method. The reference sources and non-reference sources are generated in the same way as in Single Truth Finding scenario. The experimental settings are also in accordance with Single Truth Finding, but Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) are adopted to evaluate the results of ranking related claims. As is shown in Fig. 4 , we observe that the proposed method substantially outperforms the existing methods by a noticeable margin on both MRR and MAP matrices. Especially in Fig.  4(b) , only the proposed method and WSDM 2017 can discover all the related claims, since only these two methods take into account the correlation between objects or claims. For other methods, object and claim are independent with each other, so these methods cannot utilize information from related objects or claims.
C. Source Reliability Study

1) Method Comparison on Source Reliability Estimation:
The above experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method on both single truth finding and multiple claims ranking. In this experiment, we aim to study the precision of the estimated source reliability degrees. We adopt the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient between sources' error rates and their estimated reliability weights to measure the performance of source reliability estimation. As source reliability degrees and error rates are negatively correlated, the closer the Pearson Coefficient of the method is to -1, the better the method performs. Table VIII summarizes the results of all the methods. Compared with the baselines, the proposed method makes the best source reliability estimation.
2) Comparison of Source Reliability between Reference and Non-reference Sources: As the proposed method aims to exploit priorly known high-quality reference sources to semi-supervise the truth discovery problem, we conduct an experiment to examine the difference in estimated source reliability degrees between reference and non-reference sources. We construct a synthetic dataset with 100 sources, 20 as reference sources, 80 as non-reference sources, in which we randomly add 0%-50% noise to generate reference sources from the ground truth data and add 0%-100% noise to generate non-reference sources. Fig. 5 shows that the overall estimated source reliability of reference sources is higher than that of non-reference sources.
D. Effect of Integrating Object Embeddings
Besides semi-supervised learning, the other motivation of the proposed method is to incorporate object embeddings to capture the correlation between similar objects. We design a simple but clear toy example to validate the motivation. As presented in Table IX , there are three sources containing three objects and two claims.
We assume that Object 1 and Object 2 has similar embeddings. We conduct an experiment to compare the proposed method with and without object embeddings. For without object embeddings, we use one-hot vector representations to represent each object, which means each object is independent. For with object embeddings, we assign a pair of similar embeddings for Object 1 and Object 2, while Object 3 is Fig. 6 . Comparison between w/o and w/ Object Embeddings assigned with a relatively different embedding. We project the learned truth vectors and the condition representations onto a 2D plot in Fig. 6 . We can see that the learned truth vectors and condition vectors are distributed independently when using one-hot vector representation for objects. But when using object embeddings, the learned truth vectors and condition vectors will be affected by the object embeddings so that objects with similar embeddings will learn similar truth vectors and have similar distance with claims.
VI. RELATED WORK
A. Knowledge Discovery from EMRs
With the proliferation of Electronic Medical Records (EMRs), such high-quality medical data open a new window for data-driven knowledge discovery towards medical decision support. There are various medical knowledge discovery applications based on EMRs, including medical entity discovery [13] , disease topic discovery [14] , temporal pattern mining [15] , medical event detection [16] . In this paper, we focus on medical knowledge condition information discovery from EMRs, which plays a crucial role in medical decision support systems and medical-related applications.
B. Enriching Knowledge Graph
Nowadays, several large-scale knowledge graphs have been constructed, such as Freebase [17] , DBpedia [18] . However, these knowledge graphs are often incomplete or uncertain due to the limitation of available human knowledge or the probabilistic nature of real-world knowledge. Thus, it is often desirable to supplement the knowledge graph with extra information, such as type information [19] , temporal information [20] , probability information [21] . The way to enrich the knowledge graph can be divided into two groups. The first is to enrich the distributed knowledge representation by incorporating extra knowledge into knowledge embeddings [19] , [22] . The other way is to reconstruct the knowledge graph with some new elements, such as probability [2] , [21] , time and space constraint [20] , [23] . Following the second fashion, we study the condition information in the knowledge graph, which has received little attention so far.
C. Truth Discovery
Truth discovery aims to estimate the reliability of different sources to integrate multi-source noisy information [24] . In the last decade, many truth discovery methods [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [12] have been proposed to estimate source reliability degrees and identify trustworthy information. Among these truth discovery methods, some utilize a subset of labeled truth to semi-supervise the process of source reliability estimation and truth computation [5] , [6] , [7] . Different from these methods, we adopt priorly known high-quality reference sources to semi-supervise the overall truth discovery process. Most of the current truth discovery methods [9] , [10] , [12] compute the truth for each object independently, or take into account the interaction between claims [8] and sources [25] . Different from the aforementioned methods, the proposed truth discovery method encodes the object information to capture the correlation between objects in truth discovery task.
Recently, several efforts have been made on applying truth discovery to real-world applications, such as knowledge base construction [26] , question answering [8] , [27] , information retrieval [28] , [29] . Especially in medical and health domain, truth discovery methods [8] can effectively deal with large amount of noisy multi-source medical data with diverse quality. In this paper, we design a new truth discovery method to discover the knowledge condition information from noisy multi-source medical data.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a medical knowledge condition discovery method to enrich medical knowledge graph with condition information. Due to the limited amount of available EMR data, we leverage medical QA data from online crowdsourcing medical communities to overcome the lack of data. However, unlike EMR data, the quality of QA data is diverse, as the answers are provided by website users with different professional levels, which may introduce a lot of noise and degrade the quality of discovered conditions. To tackle these challenges, we propose a novel truth discovery method for the task of medical knowledge condition discovery. The proposed method can recognize the EMR data as priorly known highquality reference sources to semi-supervise the overall process of medical knowledge condition discovery in multi-source medical data. Besides, the proposed method incorporates the occurrence and entity information of knowledge triples to capture the interaction between knowledge triples when computing the truth for knowledge triples. Experimental results on real-world medical datasets show that the proposed method can effectively discover accurate medical knowledge condition information from multi-source data with diverse quality. We also validate the effectiveness of the proposed method under various scenarios including single truth finding and multiple claims ranking tasks on synthetic datasets.
